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‘‘It should be a day in the
life, or three days in the life,
as [the characters] move
about Los Angeles and the
noose of the story gets a
little tighter.’’
Quentin Tarantino on the roles of Brad
Pitt and Leonardo DiCaprio, above, and
Margot Robbie, inset.

The son of Tony and Connie Tarantino, his
family moved to the working-class LA
suburb of Alhambra after he was born, but
Tarantino was raised in El Segundo and

the South Bay.
‘‘Every year and a half, or two years I spend all

day down there and I just kind of drive around my
old haunts,’’ Tarantino says. ‘‘I’ll go to an old
restaurant that I used to like, or a couple of bars
that I liked, I will drive all my old routes. I spend
the whole day and into the night there and just see
what else is open.’’

What awaits him on that journey, aside from the
physical, Tarantino says, is a chance to hold onto
the artefacts of his childhood, in a city which –
perhaps more than any other US city – has little
regard for its history.

‘‘It’s kind of a drag about Los Angeles that the
whole city is transient,’’ he says. ‘‘You could live
anywhere, you can live in a place for eight years,
every f...ing day, and after eight years you move.
And if you go back eight months later you’re
shocked at how different it is. That’s just the
constant churning to me of Los Angeles.’’

And yet, seemingly unchanged despite the

onward creep of gentrification, is Hollywood
Boulevard’s strange amalgam of Tinseltown
history and seedy grime.

That two-mile stretch of road that haunted
Tarantino’s childhood is renewed and unchanged,
having evolved from the genuine epicentre of the
entertainment business to a wretched slum and,
finally, a tourist mecca.

‘‘When a place has had the makeover that
Hollywood Boulevard or Times Square has, on one
hand it’s prettier and it’s nicer and it’s definitely a
lot safer than it was,’’ Tarantino says. ‘‘But then
you notice nobody who lives here goes there any
more. It is just given over to the tourists. It’s like an
A-ticket in Disneyland.’’

‘‘Truthfully, just like the way the denizens of
New York will kind of shed a tear for the Times
Square theatres closing and the sleaze of Times
Square, I do miss Hollyweird,’’ Tarantino adds.
‘‘Because I remember. Little do you know what
you’re missing until it’s gone.’’

– Sydney Morning Herald

Once Upon a Time in Hollywood is scheduled to open
in cinemas on August 15.

August’s movies include, from left, Herbs: Songs Of Freedom,
Hobbs & Shaw, Blinded by the Light and Diego Maradona.

Margot Robbie, Damian Lewis,
Al Pacino and Luke Perry.

Herbs: Songs Of Freedom
(August 15)
Kiwi director Tearepa Kahi
follows up his entertaining and
enlightening look at hit song
Poi E by investigating the life,
times and legacy of the much-
loved Pacific Reggae band.

Using archival footage and
interviews with the band’s
surviving members, he recounts

their rise from Stevie Wonder
opening act to Slice of Heaven
chart-toppers.

Blinded by the Light
(August 22)
If cinematic tales inspired by
the likes of Queen, Elton John
and The Beatles weren’t enough
for you in the past year, here’s
one that uses the music of Bruce
Springsteen to back its story.

Bend it Like Beckham helmer
Gurinder Chadha’s latest

dramedy focuses on a teenager
who uses The Boss’ creations to
help him cope with life in
Margaret Thatcher’s Britain,
circa 1987.

Apollo 11 (August 29)
This documentary uses never-
before-seen Nasa footage to offer
viewers a different perspective
on the 1969 moon landing. Todd
Douglas Miller made it without
using narration, modern-day
interviews or recreations.

Love Island not for
a 5pm viewing slot

Kate Robertson
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Television

A lighthearted challenge on Love
Island, but is it acceptable for the
5pm timeslot?

‘‘This isn’t helping. It is
confirming their suspicions
that being hot is the most
important thing to be.’’
Angela Barrett

Child development expert
Nathan Wallis says
‘‘highly sexualised’’
reality TV shows such as

Love Island are ‘‘turning
children into adults, making
them grow up beyond their
time’’.

A ‘‘clean’’ version of the
British reality TV show has been
airing at 5pm on Three since
early June.

In the game, a group of
attractive singles enter a luxury
villa in Spain, where they’re
required to ‘‘couple up’’ with
people romantically, all in the
hope of creating the perfect
relationship.

The cast are required to wear
their swimming togs during the
day, and dress up in party
clothes at night. There are
innuendo-filled challenges, and
conversation centres around
romantic relationships, ‘‘he said,
she said’’ narratives, and at a
more wholesome level,
friendship.

The suitability of the
show was brought to the
public’s attention last
week when a Welsh
principal sent a letter to
parents, saying children
as young as 8 were
‘‘re-enacting’’ the series
in the playground.

The uncut version,
which airs at 9pm in the UK, is
only available to stream on
Three Now in New Zealand.
Three classifies the cleaned-up
version – in which the swear
words and most explicit
mentions of sex have been edited
out – with a G classification,
meaning it is suitable for
children to watch without the
supervision of an adult.

Wallis disagrees. ‘‘If it was
really worthy of a G rating then
no-one would be concerned
about what children are
imitating in playgrounds. It
wouldn’t be raising any
eyebrows,’’ he says.

‘‘If you put things in front of
children that are highly
sexualised, children will act in
that way, and it will put children
at risk. I think it takes away the
innocence of childhood.’’

A spokeswoman for Three
said it had ‘‘no plans’’ to change
the show’s broadcast time. ‘‘The
content on this show falls inside
Broadcasting Standards for the
5pm time slot,’’ she said.

‘‘Regardless of where and
when that content is consumed,
and like all other content that
exists whether that be online or
on linear, it is up to individual
households to decide whether it
is appropriate viewing for
them.’’

The spokeswoman said Three
had received just one Broad-
casting Standards Authority
complaint since the show started
airing on linear television.

The Free-To-Air Television
Code says children should be
protected from broadcasts that
could ‘‘adversely affect them’’.

It says context plays an

important part, an umbrella that
includes the programme’s
classification, the time of
broadcast, the target and likely
audience, audience expectations,
and the public interest.

It also says an ‘‘audience
advisory’’ should be broadcast
before programmes aired in
children’s normally accepted
viewing hours.

Wallis says parents of
children who have been
watching, or who catch an

episode by accident, should be
having conversations to explain
what they’ve seen play out.

‘‘Have a conversation to
explain the difference between
reality and real life intimate
relationships,’’ he says.

He warns that such
programming, along with what’s
available on the internet, is
‘‘socialising a whole generation
of children away from truly
intimate relationships’’ by
‘‘sexualising it all’’.

Wallis did note that the show
won’t be ‘‘damaging’’ for
adolescents to watch, because it’s
‘‘already cashing in on where
their [limbic emotional] brain is
at’’.

Mother of two Angela Barrett
believes the contestants ‘‘are not
great role models for kids’’.

Barrett has issue with the fact
that ‘‘adults can watch whatever
they want, but a 5pm timeslot
suggests this is OK for kids’’.

‘‘The pressure cooker in this
situation has nothing to do with
love. Love is about connection,
it’s not all about looks.

‘‘Kids have a hard enough
time as it is – with the onslaught
of social media and influencers
in bikinis – to feel OK about how
they look.

‘‘This isn’t helping. It’s
confirming their suspicions that
being hot is the most important
thing to be. Ask any 10-year-old
and they already know the word
hot, like it’s a thing to strive for.’’

Barrett says shows that send
messages to kids ‘‘that being hot
is the most important thing
about them’’ doesn’t build them
up. Instead, they ‘‘erode
confidence and create fear’’.


